As we work toward the safe reopening of campus, LSU has also encouraged us to mask up, remain physically distance where possible, wash hands frequently, and use our TigerCard to check-in each time we come to campus. These new protocols, along with our TigerCard Photo Upload Portal, will allow our staff, and members front and center, while still providing quality service. UREC encourages reopening the facility during these difficult times that puts the health and safety of students, faculty, and staff first.

As we prepare to resume in-person operations to the greatest extent feasible, we want to welcome our all Tigers to review our "Tiger Health Toolkit: A Toolkit to Support the Physical and Mental Health of Our Tigers" to help you stay well as you return. "

The LSU Student Union has two dedicated places for students to comfortably attend online classes. Check out the Olinde Career Center: Career Services, to access career resources and services this fall semester.

"...read more..."